NEW HABA PRODUCTS IN FALL 2022

Logic! GAMES
From the popular Logic! series comes the next game for
colorful puzzle fun. Following the Logic! CASE puzzle
cards, HABA now presents the smart logic and hidden
object game „Where is Wanda?“. 60 puzzles with an
increasing degree of difficulty await children ages 4 years
and older, whose task is to track down the little monster
Wanda in the colorful hustle and bustle of the house.
The children start by building the house. Afterwards, they
help the Monster
family in their
search by assigning
the monsters certain rooms and thereby skillfully getting on Wanda‘s
trail. Clever use of
materials: The base
of the game box
becomes a hidden

object picture in the monster
house. A colorful puzzle game that
trains precise observation and
children‘s first combination and
spatial assignment skills – in a super
fun way like all HABA games!

THE KEY
In fall 2022, two new cases from the much-loved „The

the Oakdale Club“, „The Key – Theft in Clifford Villa“,

Key“ series await: „The Key – Royal Star Casino Burgla-

and „The Key – Sabotage at Lucky Llama Land“.

ry“ and the particularly tricky case „The Key – Escape

Thanks to varied rounds and countless routes to the

from Strongwall Prison“. The detective game has

finish, no two games are the same. The games can be

already awakened the investigative instincts of child-

played competitively or alone.

ren ages 8 years and older with „The Key – Murder at

Royal Star Casino Burglary

In „The Key – Royal Star Casino Burglary“, a

straps must be examined, elevator movements must

spate of burglaries shakes the gambling world. But

be put in the right order, and code tiles must be

age

10+

players

1  -  4

minutes

20  -  30

how on earth did the

correctly put together.

three perpetrators

Witness statements about

access the sensitive

the activities on the eve-

data? Players must put

ning of the crime add

together clues about

extra suspense.

safes, perpetrators,
codes, and times of the
crime to deduce the
correct number code.
In the game cards for
this case, the torn
edges of currency

THE KEY
Escape from Strongwall Prison
The trickiest game in the series so far is waiting for

put together clues about the types of breakout, the

all those who outshine even Sherlock Holmes. „The

gang bosses, a laundry cart used in the escape, and

age

12  -  99

players

1  -  4

minutes

45

Key – Escape from

the perpetrators‘ hideouts to deduce the correct

Strongwall Prison“ takes

number code. On the game cards, the tiniest changes

place in the prison where

to the piles of laundry must be examined and the

all the perpetrators of the

navigation route must be followed on the map.

series so far are serving

And in the end, all the information is worth nothing

their sentences. But now

without the gangs‘ contacts. But who is in which

the three dangerous gang

gang and who is lying when and about whom?

bosses have broken out!

Clever mystery fans can be sure that they‘ll success-

Investigators are searching

fully outsmart the culprits using skill, tactics, and a

high and low and racking
their brains. Players must

good nose for clues.

DID YOU KNOW?
Game Developer Thomas Sing was born in 1961 and was already entered into the Guinness Book of Records during his
school time with a world record in the game „Pachisi“. The
qualified economist lives in Constance, where he operates

a large kiosk with friends. This gives him enough time
for his hobbies. Mathematics, game theory, reading
detective novels, and, of course, inventing games.

3D ARRANGING GAME
WONKY TOWERS

HABA presents this classic toy in a new edition: Building
blocks with a difference! In addition to the familiar rectangular shapes, the 3D arranging game Wonky Towers
also features interesting geometric
wooden blocks. Triangles, steps,
and colorful wedges ensure a
varied and fun building
experience. Let your creativity run free and create
wonky towers, wobbly
bridges, or sloping figures.

The enclosed template cards give young builders new
ideas – in three levels of difficulty. The second 3D arranging game set „Wonky Towers – Balls“ offers even
trickier building options and complements the basic set
with circular shapes and matching
bridge blocks. The unusual shapes
not only ensure great building fun –
they also help to develop fine motor
skills, concentration, and hand-eye
coordination through play.

BABY BOOKS
What could be better than being transported into

The books are 17x13 centimeters in size and are easy to

another world by a great book? Budding readers aged

grip. The five colorful pages made of sturdy beech ply-

10 months and older can use the HABA baby books

wood can be easily flipped over thanks to the grip hole

to practice how it feels to hold a book in their hand

on the side and are held together by a cord. There are

and develop their creativity.

four colorful HABA stories to discover:

In the „The Orchard“ edi-

In the „Dinos“ edition,

tion, Theo the Raven from

readers go on a journey

the beloved, classic HABA

through time. There‘s a

game invites you into his

great deal to discover

world. Children can go on

and learn from the

adventures here with Theo

heroes of prehistoric

and his friends.

times.

In the „Forest Animals“

In the „Tractor“ edition,

edition, children get to

children learn all about

know the fox and its

the farm and its inhabi-

friends and explore the

tants. Children sit on the

forest and its many inhabi-

tractor with the farmer,

tants together under the

enter the barn, and dive

protection of the trees.

into a wildly colorful
world.

GUARDIAN ANGELS
Go through life protected from the very beginning – with

Discover, touch, grasp the world: Another heavenly

HABA‘s new guardian angels. Whether for a birth, a christen-

companion is the guardian angel dangling figure,

ing, a birthday, or just because, the cute angels are the perfect

which accompanies babies in their first months of life.

companions for babies and children.

The 21-centimeter figure can be attached to the car

The Nora and Mara mini dolls are made of cotton and poly-

seat, cot, or play gym like a mobile and hovers protec-

ester and are great for any doll parents. Measuring 17 centimeters, they fit into any stroller
and stand faithfully by children‘s side.

tively over the action. Whether at home or on the
move – the little guardian angel will put your
child in a good mood and the
little bell in the middle of the grasp-

When babies need their pacifier, it should be within easy reach.

ing ring invites them to shake and

Parents don‘t have to search for long thanks to the handy

grab – developing their fine motor

guardian angel pacifier chain in a child-friendly design.

skills through play.

Fastened to your child‘s clothes with the handy clip, the pacifier chain will encourage them to look and play. Thanks to the
practical silicone ring, the pacifier is always where it belongs –
and the guardian angel is always close by.
The guardian angel stroller chain invites children to look
and discover so they won‘t get bored even on longer rides in
the stroller. The two angels fly towards the star, where a little
bell makes the child want to grab and shake it with every
movement. The 67-centimeter chain fits nearly any stroller or
car seat and therefore accompanies the child wherever they go.

DID YOU KNOW?
We protect nature: The beech wood for our
HABA guardian angel chains and the dangling
figure comes from sustainable and regional
forests.
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Minipuppe Guardian
Angel Nora

Minipuppe Guardian
Angel Mara

Baby Photo Album
Guardian Angel

Fabric Book Guardian
Angel

Pacifier Chain Guardian
Angel
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Pram Decoration
Guardian Angel

Dangling Figure
Guardian Angel

3D Arranging Set Crooked Towers

3D Arranging Set Teetering Blocks

Material: cotton, polyester. Dimensions: 17 cm.

Materials: beech, brass,
polyester. Dimensions:
67 cm in length

Material: cotton, polyester. Dimensions: 17 cm.

Materials: beech, maple,
polyester, brass.
Dimensions: 38 x 8,5 cm.

Materials: polyester, PVC.
Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm.

Material: polyester.
Dimensions: 13,5 x 13,5 cm.

Contents: 13 building blocks, 6 silicone wedges,
10 template cards. Materials: beech, silicone,
cardboard. Dimensions (cube): 4 x 4 x 4 cm.

306786

306787

306788

Wooden Baby Book Orchard

Wooden Baby Book Forest Animals

Wooden Baby Book Tractor

Materials: plywood (lime), beech, polyester. Dimensions: L 17 x W 13 cm.

age

4+

Materials: plywood (lime), beech, polyester. Dimensions: L 17 x W 13 cm.

players

1

age

10+

players

1  -  4

Material: beech, TPE, ABS, polyester, brass. Dimensions: 20 cm.

Contents: 19 building blocks, 6 silicone wedges,
10 template cards. Materials: beech, silicone,
cardboard. Dimensions (cube): 4 x 4 x 4 cm.
.

306789
Wooden Baby Book Dinosaurs

Materials: plywood (lime), beech, polyester. Dimensions: L 17 x W 13 cm.

Materials: plywood (lime), beech, polyester. Dimensions: L 17 x W 13 cm.

minutes

age

20  -  30

12  -  99

players

1  -  4

minutes

45

306807

306849

306843

The monster figures must be assigned to certain
rooms to track down Wanda. Includes 60 puzzles
with an increasing degree of difficulty. A smart
logic and hidden object game.

The players combine various clues to generate a
number code and put the suspects behind bars.
In the end it’s not always the fastest investigator
who wins the game, but the most efficient one. 
An investigative crime game.

Players who cleverly combine all the clues will solve
the trickiest The Key case of all time! Only the right
number code puts the gang bosses behind bars. Not
the fastest, but the most efficient investigator wins. 
An investigative crime game.

Logic! GAMES - Where is Wanda?

The Key – Royal Star Casino Burglary

The Key – Escape from Strongwall Prison
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